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LJ Star Showcases Process Observation Solutions at INTERPHEX 2024 

  

[Twinsburg, OH] – April 10, 2024 – LJ Star (www.ljstar.com), a leading supplier of process 

observation equipment, will showcase its latest sight glass, lighting, clamps and related 

components at INTERPHEX 2024 in booth #2936. Highly engineered and carefully crafted 

process observation equipment and accessories help pharmaceutical and biotech facilities 

enhance quality control, reduce maintenance costs and maintain hygienic compliance 

standards.  

  

LJ Star has a long history of supplying process observation solutions to pharma and biotech 

companies and exhibits annually at INTERPHEX, expecting more than 8,000 industry 

professionals in attendance this year.  

  

Engineered for superior process visibility, LJ Star's sanitary sight glasses, flow indicators, lighting 

accessories and level gauges enable continuous visual monitoring to validate quality across all 

stages of the process flow. To maintain compliance with the industry’s hygienic and sanitary 

requirements, LJ Star’s complete line of robust hygienic clamps and fittings are designed to 

prevent leaks and, with the use of polished 316 Stainless for smooth surfaces, frustrate 

potential bacterial contamination.  

  

"Our life science customers cannot afford anything less than operational excellence,” said David 

Star, CEO of LJ Star. “The industry’s market leaders rely on our process observation systems to 

optimize quality assurance, minimize downtime, and facilitate hygienic manufacturing 

environments." 

  

Biotech and pharmaceutical companies turn to LJ Star for its high-quality products and business 

practices, including:  

  

• ASME/BPE stringent cleanliness standards 

• USP Type 1 glass standards 

• Product traceability 

• Chemical compatibility between process and equipment 

• Clamps that withstand high temperature and high-pressure processing 
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• Custom solutions for unique processing challenges 

  

Visit booth #2936 to view LJ Star products or to discuss specific project application.  Those 

unable to attend are invited to experience the company’s virtual exhibit at 

https://www.ljstar.com/virtual-booth/welcome.html?stage=gate   

 

About LJ Star 

LJ Star is a leading supplier of process observation equipment including a variety of sanitary 

sight glasses; sight windows and sight ports; sanitary visual flow indicators, sanitary fittings, 

mounts and clamps; bubble traps; light ports, luminaries and tank lights; camera systems; level 

gauges and accessories including wipers and timers. At LJ Star, we stand behind our products 

and provide third-party documentation of product performance claims and standards 

compliance. Learn more at www.ljstar.com. 
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